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PROJECT PROPOSAL 

SPONSORING ORGANIZATION- KLEIN BUENDEL, INC. 

Klein Buendel, Inc. (KB) is a public health research and multimedia company of 32 employees aimed to 

address public health concerns through health communication and behavioral interventions. End products 

are focused on creating sustainable health programs and products which nurture behavior change, prevent 

chronic disease, and make differences in people’s lives.  

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

When new employees are hired, they are handed an employee handbook containing most immediately 

important information for any new hire. New employees are directed to read through the compilation of 

documents in the binder and set up a meeting with the owner or their supervisor to have an orientation 

meeting. This handbook is printed pages of multiple documents that change multiple times throughout a 

year located in unclear locations on a hard drive. These characteristics make it difficult to find policies 

and expectations after initial orientation. Often, schedules are hard to coordinate and questions about the 

company and policies may be overlooked, leading to gaps in knowledge between employees and teams. 

These gaps in knowledge have potential for confusion and unintentional breaking of policies and rules.  

By transferring the current information in the Employee Handbook and other vital pieces of information 

for working at KB to an online learning module, KB would benefit from all employees completing the 

course, completing an assessment of knowledge, and offering opportunity to send questions to supervisors 

and owners prior to meeting for debriefing. In addition, this orientation program will provide opportunity 

for current employees to brush-up on policies and expectations at various employment increments. 

AIM 

Orient new employees of KB by familiarizing them with entry paper work, introducing them to company 

policies, and presenting expected common knowledge of all KB employees.  

TARGET AUDIENCE 

The target audiences for this employee orientation are likely to be male and female, younger and older, 

experienced and inexperienced. Most hires are self-directed and start with background knowledge of 

programming/multimedia or conducting behavioral research. New employees must know policies, paper 

work, and common knowledge no matter where their backgrounds lie or their characteristic 

demographics. 

DELIVERY OPTIONS 

This training will be delivered by mixed method through online course completion followed by 
supervisor debriefings to answer questions or expand on especially relevant information to the 
learners’ particular positions. 
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FRONT-END ANALYSIS: INSTRUCTIONAL NEED  

LEARNER ANALYSIS (LEE & LEE, 1996) 

PRIMARY AUDIENCE 

● New Employees of Klein Buendel, Inc.  
o Ages 22-50+ 
o Male and Female 
o Programmers, Designers, IT Personnel, Researchers, Assistants, Coordinators, 

Human Resource Personnel, Accountants 
 

SECONDARY AUDIENCE 

● Current employees looking for a refresh on company policies 
● Supervisors who want to assign a refresh of company policy due to misconduct 
● Owners/Managers to issue a required refresh due to common misconducts throughout 

the company 
 

GENERAL LEARNER CHARACTERISTICS 

● Hold associates’ or bachelors’ degrees 
● High proficiency in using both mac and pc computers 
● Maintain at least a basic understanding of public health research and communications 
● Likely to have previous work experience 
● Likely highly motivated to learn 

 

ENTRY CHARACTERISTICS 

● Highly variable depending on previous work experience, academic background, 
previous work with KB as a contractor or consultant 

● Adult 
● Self-motivated to learn 
● Self-directed 

 

LEARNER CHARACTERISTICS 

The audience will be those with a minimum of a bachelor’s or associate’s degree from a college or 
university. The audience is likely diverse in ethnicity, age, expectations, and work experience. Prior 
knowledge of the topic, the company, will be what is learned in the interview process for the new 
hire, online research, and possibly research reports and information within the public health sector. 
Other previous knowledge is likely to cover programming and graphic design knowledge. This 
particular portion of the target audience will require high quality aesthetic design in order to retain 
interest and effectively learn the company information. To address this diversity in technology skill 
sets and expectations, the course will be designed to be completed with various abilities of 
computer knowledge and past office job experience with the chance to go back for review. Some 
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learners will go through the course quickly; others will take more time to read through all the 
material. It will be important to focus on the material that is required to know as an employee of 
KB.  

ATTITUDES 

Attitudes of learners can vary. It is expected the learners will have a positive attitude towards the 
training organization (KB) since they are starting a new job and to some degree chosen to take the 
job; which indicates interest, trust, and positive expectations regarding the company.   

DISABILITIES AND ADAPTABILITY 

Learners with disabilities are expected to still be able to complete this program. It is a requirement 
for all current positions to work at a desk with a computer. The vision impaired may be hired and 
the company currently has financial and technological flexibility to address this need.  Those who 
are wheelchair bound are also likely to be hired understanding the need to use computers 
effectively. Other physical disabilities are not likely to interfere with work at KB. Mental disabilities 
are undisclosed; therefore, there is not insight into this potential applicant or learner. 
 
 

CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS 

ORIENTING CONTEXT  

● Learner Goal- Orient self to employment at KB, especially regarding rules, benefits, and 
general knowledge.  

● Perceived Utility- This instruction will help me integrate myself into the company and focus 
on my job tasks.  

● Perception of Accountability- If I don’t comply with company operations and rules I will not 
have this job very long. Also, I would like to know what my benefits are for working at this 
company.  

. 

SCHEDULING AND DELIVERY 

To match work environment context, the orientation will be delivered at the employees’ desks on 
the first day of employment, regardless of position or time of year. The time of day can vary and will 
most likely be mid-morning after supervisors greet the new employee and give the employee a tour 
of the office. A meeting will still be scheduled with the owner or supervisor post-computer 
orientation completion to provide a chance for introductions and address any questions.  

METHODS OF NEEDS ANALYSIS 

The method used for determining the need for the instruction will be informal interviews and 
conversations about the new employee experience at KB with current employees at all job levels 
hired within the last 3 years. Conversations and interviews may range from 10-40 minutes in length 
to cover all feedback, both positive and negative. Questions will address the perceptions of the 
current new employee orientation methods and new employee experience. Notes will be taken as 
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the interviews and conversations are carried out. Key points will be gathered, especially pertaining 
to pieces of company information that are unclear or overlooked. Other questions will address 
comfort level with completing a course on the computer, perceived importance of the orientation, 
and knowledge recall of policies taught in the current orientation process 

TRANSFER CONTEXT 

The transferability of the learned knowledge is likely applicable to other office environments. Many 
of the policies are in place to protect the employee and the employer from legal allegations and 
unexpected termination of employment. These policies are meant to keep the office functioning and 
producing results at a reasonable speed. To achieve this type of atmosphere, similar rules are set in 
many office environments.  

Opportunities to use the learned information will be present throughout employment. There is a 
dress code to follow daily. There are rules limiting use of social media and streaming media. There 
will also be opportunity to use this learned knowledge outside of the office. An employee may be 
asked to attend a conference or do data collection off campus. In these instances, there are policies 
regarding travel, safety, and expenses that must be applied to ensure the company is reporting 
costs and activity accurately to auditors.  

Support for the learner will come in form of the entire staff. KB has an open office environment in 
which asking questions is principal to success at KB. This is advantageous to new employees in 
allowing flexibility in learning and achieving a level of comfort with coworkers. Support is also 
present in a human resources firm external to the company, the health insurance company, the life 
insurance company, and the firm hired by KB to assist in investment opportunities.   

 
 
 

 

INSTRUCTIONAL PROBLEM 

It is important to mention, there have been multiple incidents of broken company policies. This is a 
clear sign the orientation is either unclear or is not delivered effectively. There is an opportunity for 
employee growth in this area. 

Currently, orientation is delivered in a 3-ring binder as a collection of printed documents. These 
documents include policies, benefits, personnel structure, and other company cultural norms. After 
an employee reads through the binder, she sets up a meeting with the company owner to repeat the 
information in the book and highlight especially important policies and benefits. This process can 
be greatly improved by redesigning the orientation to be appropriately designed for the audience 
and the context of the company.  
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INSTRUCTIONAL IMPACT BASED UPON LEARNER CHARACTERISTICS  

APPLICATION OF LEARNING THEORIES 

Andragogy by Malcolm Knowles (“Andragogy (Malcolm Knowles),” 2013) can be used for the adult 
learning theory application. All learners are at least 18 years of age or older, most are 24 years of 
age or older. The learners will be clearly told why the orientation is valuable and required by 
covering the benefit and requirement of knowing the information included in the course. The 
course will also be designed to have the learners reflect on past experiences, even if this is the 
learner’s first experience with an office job experience reflect can be applied to school or previous 
jobs. Case studies and self-evaluation may be used to reinforce comprehension of orientation 
learning goals. These case studies will give them a chance to reflect on past experiences as well as 
problem solve.   

In addition, behaviorism is a basic learning theory to use for this type of instruction (Boetcher, 
1998a, 1998b, 1998c). Behavior learning theory can be used to measure learning through 
observing compliance with policies and completion of paperwork required when starting a job at 
KB.  

Experiential learning theory will be used to allow self-direction (“Experiential Learning (Carl 
Rogers),” n.d.). As mentioned previously, learners will have varying levels of work exposure and 
may spend less time reading completely through the policies and directions that are more general 
for an office environment. Given the varying experience there are likely to be varying learner needs 
that can be addressed by allowing the computer portion of the training to be experiential.  
 

APPLICATION OF MOTIVATIONAL THEORIES 

Keller’s ARCS model of motivational theory will be used to grab the learners’ attention, introduce 
the relation of the information to KB, foster confidence in self-abilities of being a successful 
employee at KB, and seed satisfaction with feedback and reports (“ARCS Model of Motivational 
Design (Keller),” n.d.; Keller, 2013). The motivation will also be founded in the knowledge of 
consequences to not following policies and lacking company knowledge.  A major motivation will be 
to know how to sign up for health and investment benefits and complete important paper work. 

As mentioned in other parts of this document, an employee orientation has the advantage of the 
learners’ fresh energy to work for a new company—the attention hopefully will not be hard to grab. 
The relation of the information applies throughout employment at KB in different categories. These 
categories being job task completion, work conduct, and benefits. Learners will be held accountable 
for following policies on how to dress, behave, and interact with project teams within the context of 
their position. If learners are not self-accountable for the policies, there is possibility they will be let 
go.  Confidence will be fostered through providing opportunities for questions about the three 
categories of information to be presented in the orientation. In addition, many of the policies are 
clearly stated to accurately judge whether the policy is being followed. Feedback is provided by 
supervisors about compliance to rules and job performance. 
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IMPACT OF A GLOBAL OR CULTURALLY DIVERSE AUDIENCE ON INSTRUCTION 

It is possible for a new employee to misunderstand the meaning of a policy or norm. One area this 
misunderstanding is common is for the benefits. Employees may need extra direction face-to-face 
on how to interpret the policies and make informed decisions. Depending on work experience, 
home life, and ethnic background these needs have the potential to be complicated and cause more 
confusion in an employee’s social context. This is a clear example of why the meeting with the 
owner or supervisor is necessary to clear up any confusion or double check understanding (Dick, 
Carey, & Carey, 2011, pg 22).  
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INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES AND GOAL ANALYSIS (DICK ET AL., 2011; “HOW 
TO WRITE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES,” N.D., “WRITING OBJECTIVES,” 

2008) 

ORIGINAL GOAL: 

Orient new employees of KB by familiarizing them with entry paper work, introducing them to 
company policies, and presenting expected common knowledge of all KB employees.  
 
 

EVERYTHING SOMEONE WOULD HAVE TO SAY OR DO TO SHOW THE ACHEIVEMENT OF 
THE GOAL 

 My company offers medical, dental, vision, and life insurance coverage for both me and my 
dependents.  

 I have access to a 401(k) investment account through my employer.  
 I have 10 holidays yearly, 10 vacation days yearly, 3 sick days yearly, 1-3 days of funeral 

leave yearly.   
 In some cases I will be able to take advantage of voting time, tuition reimbursement, or 

military leave.  
 My company has rules about conduct, confidential information, and operations.  
 My company does scientific research.  
 I have paperwork to sign and give to various people to enroll in benefits and add myself to 

the employee information database.  
 I get paid every two weeks by submitting my timecard a week in advance through an online 

system called AccuFund. 
 I feel safe at work.  
 I feel my employer values me. 
 I am familiar with Institutional Review Boards for research.  

 

 
SORTED ITEMS LIST 

Benefits 
 My company offers medical, dental, vision, and life insurance coverage for both me and my 

dependents.  
 I have access to a 401(k) investment account through my employer.  
 I have 10 holidays yearly, 10 vacation days yearly, 3 sick days yearly, 1-3 days of funeral 

leave yearly.   
 In some cases I will be able to take advantage of voting time, tuition reimbursement, or 

military leave.  
Guidelines 

 My company has rules about conduct, confidential information, and operations.  
 My company does scientific research which restricts information sharing outside of the 

company.  
 I am familiar with Institutional Review Boards(IRB) for research.  

Employee Services 
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 I get paid every two weeks by submitting my timecard a week in advance through an online 
system called AccuFund. 

 I feel safe at work.  
 I feel my employer values me. 

Paperwork  
 I have paperwork to sign and give to various people to enroll in benefits and add myself to 

the employee information database.  
 

 
NEW SENTENCES FROM ABOVE SORTING 

1. Benefits 

o Evaluate the medical, dental, vision, and life insurance coverage offered.  

o Decide about 401(k) participation and contributions. 

o List paid days off as 10 holidays, 10 vacation days, 3 sick days, 1-3 days of funeral 
leave.  

o Identify the possibilities of voting time, tuition reimbursement, and military leave.  

2. Guidelines 

o Apply policies, rules, and restrictions to work conduct and behavior.  

o Comply with confidential information policies and operations. 

o Discuss the purpose of the institutional review boards for research at KB. 

o Recite other general information about working for KB. 

3. Employee Services 

o Outline payment timelines.  

o Demonstrate ability to locate timecard website (AccuFund) to report timesheet.  

o Express feelings of safety while working at KB. 

o Express belief of employer valuing employee.  

4. Paperwork 

o Complete paperwork related to insurance coverage.  

o Complete paperwork related to eligible employment (I-9, W-4).  

o Complete KB agreement paperwork.  

o Turn paperwork over to appropriate departments and individuals.  

5. General Information 

o Identify building use and hours.  

o Select the mission, vision, and core values of KB. 

o Confirm business card information. 
 

RANKING OF ABOVE STATEMENTS 

1. Guidelines 

1. Apply policies, rules, and restrictions to work conduct and behavior.  

2. Comply with confidential information policies and operations. 

 Discuss the purpose of the institutional review boards for research at KB. 

3. Recite other general information about working for KB regarding access to files, use 
of phones, and public image. 
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2. Benefits 

1. Evaluate the medical, dental, vision, and life insurance coverage offered.  

2. Decide about 401(k) participation and contributions. 

3. List paid time off as 10 holidays, 10 vacation days, 3 sick days, 1-3 days of funeral 
leave, and voting time.  

 Identify the possibilities of tuition reimbursement and military leave.  

3. Paperwork 

1. Complete paperwork related to eligible employment (I-9, W-4).  

2. Complete KB agreement paperwork.  

3. Complete paperwork related to insurance coverage.  

4. Turn paperwork over to appropriate departments and individuals.  

4. Employee Services 

1. Demonstrate ability to locate timecard website (AccuFund) to report timesheet.  

2. Outline payment timelines.  

3. Express feelings of safety while working at KB. 

4. Express belief of employer valuing employee.  

5. General Information 

1. Identify building use and hours.  

2. Select the mission, vision, and core values of KB. 

3. Identify other common knowledge for KB employees.  

 
 
 

NEW GOAL 

 
ORIGINAL GOAL 

Orient new employees of KB by familiarizing them with entry paper work, introducing them to 
company policies, and presenting expected common knowledge of all KB employees.  
 

NEW GOAL STATEMENTS-  

1. Comply with guidelines for employee conduct, confidential information, and research 
related restrictions with minimal noncompliance.  

2. Evaluate benefits offered to KB employees related to insurance, investments, and paid time 
off to the extent necessary to make enrollment decisions.  

3. Identify all paperwork required for new employees to sign and return to appropriate 
departments. 

4. Outline employee services information related to payment, safety, and employee support to 
the extent necessary to get paid, follow safety regulations, and take advantage of employee 
support. 

5. Identify KB company overview statements and general information at a level that allows 
employee to align with company purpose and operations.  
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 TERMINAL OBJECTIVES (T.O) AND ENABLING-PERFORMANCE-BASED OBJECTIVES 

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (“BLOOM’S TAXONOMY OF LEARNING DOMAINS,”  2014; 
SOWASH, 2009) 

1. Terminal Objective 1: Guidelines- Upon completion of orientation, learners will be able to 

comply with company rules, research restrictions, and IRBs with minimal noncompliance 

for the duration of employment at KB. (domains: cognitive) 

Enabling Objectives (all are of the cognitive domain) 

a) Predict consequences of workplace harassment by reading case study. 

b) Generate an example of a threat of violence that is unacceptable by KB standards. 

c) Summarize the standard of honesty outlined in the KB Employment Guidelines. 

d) Compose an accurate example of a conflict of interest that fits the KB definition. 

e) Select from a multiple choice list the correct definition of Scientific Misconduct. 

f) Infer the purpose of an IRB.  

g) Match the job classifications with their definitions without mistakes. 

h) Select appropriate attire and hygiene examples from a list of both appropriate and 

inappropriate examples.  

i) Recall the hours of normal business operations. 

j) Rate from serious to less serious a list of behaviors that would require discipline.  

k) State who should be contacted in the event that an employee is dissatisfied with a 

KB practice.  

2. Terminal Objective 2: Benefits- Upon completion of orientation, learners should be able to 

discuss benefits offered to employee to the extent that allows them to make decisions about 

insurance plan participation, planning for paid days off, and investment account enrollment.  

(Domains: cognitive, affective) 

3. Terminal Objective 3:  Employee Services- Upon completion of orientation, learners will be 

able to access their timecards through the AccuFund website provided by KB on any 

computer with internet access. (Domains: cognitive) 

4. Terminal Objective 4: Employee services- Upon completion of orientation, learners should 

express beliefs of safety and personal value at KB. (Domains: affective) 

5. Terminal Objective 5: Employee services- Upon completion of orientation, learners will be 

able to access information about additional employee services on the company hard drives 

in the correct folder locations.  (Domain: cognitive) 

6. Terminal Objective 6: Employee services- Upon completion of orientation, learners will be 

able to summarize company overview statements and other general information. 

 

Source for Goal Analysis process: “Goal Analysis Tool and Template,” n.d.   
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ENABLING OBJECTIVES MATRIX & SUPPORTING CONTENT  

MODULE TITLE:  KLEIN BUENDEL, INC. EMPLOYEE GUIDELINES 

Terminal Objective 1: Upon completion of orientation, learners will be able to comply with 

company rules, research restrictions, and IRBs with minimal noncompliance for the duration of 

employment at KB. (Domain: cognitive) 

 

PRE-INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY: OBJECTIVES (DICK ET AL., 2011) 

Objectives were chosen as the pre-instructional strategy because similar information is likely to 
have been presented to the employees previous to KB employment. Codes of conduct requirements 
are common for most companies as well as benefits and other common knowledge expectations. 
Objectives are also a way to decrease the amount of reading content required of the learner since 
much of the content is policy and has a high cognitive load. Objectives will provide a clear definition 
of the information to be retained by the reader. 

 

Enabling Objective Level on 
Bloom’s 
Taxonomy* 

Fact, concept, 
principle, rule, 
procedure, 
interpersonal, or 
attitude? 

Learner Activity (What would learners 
do to master this objective?) 

Delivery Method 
(Group 
presentation/lec
ture, self-paced, 
or small group) 

Predict 

consequences of 

workplace 

harassment by 

reading case study. 

 

Comprehension Attitude Read the facts of the harassment policy set 
by KB, and then choose a harassment 
scenario to read and determine why it is 
harassment. To perform mastery of this 
objective, learners will read a case study and 
correctly write a predicting statement for 
consequences of harassment behaviors in 
case study (Using). 

Self-paced 

Compose an 
example scenario 
of a threat of 
violence that is 
unacceptable by KB 
standards. 

Synthesis Attitude Learners will read the threat of violence 
policy components and 2-3 examples of 
unacceptable threats will be presented. To 
show mastery of the concept and 
interpersonal expectations, the leaner will 
compose an example scenario of a threat of 
violence that is unacceptable by KB 
standards (Finding). 

Self-paced 

Summarize the 
standard of 
honesty outlined in 
the KB 
Employment 
Guidelines 

Comprehension Attitude The standard of honesty statement will be 
presented with 2-3 accompanying examples 
of dishonesty. In order to show mastery of 
knowledge, the learner will summarize the 
standard of honesty outlined 
(Remembering). 

Self-paced 

Compose an 
accurate example 
of a conflict of 
interest that fits the 
KB definition 

Synthesis Fact The conflict of interest guidelines will be 
presented, each with an example that is a 
conflict of interest. The learner will show 
mastery by composing an accurate example 
of a conflict of interest (Using).  

Self-paced 

Select from a 
multiple choice list 
the correct 
definition of 

Knowledge Fact The scientific conduct code will be 
presented as guidelines with an example of 
each guideline. The learner will show 
mastery by selecting the correct definition 

Self-paced 
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Scientific 
Misconduct 

of Scientific Misconduct from a multiple-
choice list (Finding).  

Infer the purpose 
of an IRB 

Comprehension Concept The idea of an IRB will be presented with a 
definition of the IRB, which IRBs are most 
used at KB, and the importance of the IRBs 
related to the Scientific Code of Conduct. 
The learner will show mastery of knowledge 
by inferring the purpose of the IRB for KB’s 
research (Finding).  

Self-paced 

Match the job 
classifications with 
their definitions 
without mistakes 

Knowledge Fact Job classifications will be given as a bulleted 
list with definitions and an example 
scenario for each classification. Mastery of 
knowledge will be expressed through 
correctly matching job classifications with 
definitions. Learners may try as many times 
as they need to get the correct answers 
(Remembering).  

Self-paced 

Recall the hours of 
normal business 
operations 

Knowledge Fact Operations of business will be presented, 
including the hours of operation. Learner 
mastery of knowledge will be expressed 
through recalling the hours in a fill-in-the-
blank format (Remembering). 

Self-paced 

Rate from serious 
to less serious a list 
of behaviors that 
would require 
discipline 

Evaluation Attitude The discipline guidelines will be presented 
in a statement with emphasis on the priority 
of these guidelines. Learner will show 
mastery by rating behaviors from serious to 
less serious that would require discipline. 
This could be ambiguous and subjective and 
meant to fuel conversation and questions 
between the new employee and the owner 
or supervisor in the follow-up meeting 
(Using).  

Exposure and 
rating is self-
paced. Discussion 
is one-on-one 
with owner of 
company.  

State who should 
be contacted in the 
event that an 
employee is 
dissatisfied with a 
KB practice 

Knowledge Procedure Dissatisfied employee information will be 
presented in a simple statement about who 
to contact when dissatisfaction is present. 
Leaner knowledge will be mastered when 
they can state correctly to whom they 
should report dissatisfaction.  

Self-paced 

(“Bloom’s Taxonomy of Learning Domains,” 2014, “Component Display Theory (David Merrill),” 
2013, “Criterion Referenced Instruction (Robert Mager),” 2013, “Merrill’s Component Display 
Theory,” 2010) 
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT 

The enabling objective selected for this instruction content is 1.g; match the job classifications with 
their definitions without mistakes. The format chosen was a brief exposure to the key points, 
multiple choice questions to text comprehension, and recap. This method was chosen to engage the 
learner to a greater extent than simply reading the definitions of the classifications.  

These questions are easy on purpose. They are written with low cognitive load because of two 
reasons (“Cognitive Load Theory (John Sweller),” 2013). The first is that the information is readily 
available through asking supervisors and in shared company folders on policies and guidelines. The 
second reason for composing easy questions is to cater to all different levels of work experience 
and education. This refers back to the target learner, which is broadly defined and may include 
fresh college graduates with minimal exposure to job classifications.   

To view the PowerPoint, double click on the image below.  

Job Classifications
Objectives:

1. Correctly choose job classification definitions for labor definitions. 
Labor classifications include:

Non-Temporary, Full-time
Non-Temporary, Part-Time  
Temporary
Relief/Pool

2. Correctly choose job classification definitions for exempt statuses. 
Exempt statuses include:

Exempt
Non-Exempt

 

(Buller, 2012; “Component Display Theory (David Merrill),” 2013; Gautier-downes & Tables, n.d.; 
Heathfield, 2014) 
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SELF-REFLECTION  

 As I conclude my first course in Instructional Design, I have a major realization; I have an 

aptitude for Instructional Design. I am proud of the work I have done for this class. The challenges 

were enjoyable. One thing that helped me along the way is thinking of everything as one step in the 

process of designing instruction.  

 Some decisions I made along the way were based on the instructional content of the 

employee handbook my employer uses to orient new employees. One decision I made was to do a 

goal analysis instead of a task analysis. Goal analysis was more applicable since I was focusing on a 

breadth of information, as opposed to a step-by-step process or procedure. The outcome tasks for 

this particular instruction are hard to measure beyond employee conduct and compliance with 

company culture.  

Other decisions I made are related to the theories. Learning theories chosen were 

Andragogy(“Andragogy (Malcolm Knowles),” 2013), Experiential Learning (“Experiential Learning 

(Carl Rogers),” n.d.), and Behavioral Learning (Boetcher, 1998a). These were chosen based on the 

adult audience, their work history potential, and the format of the office environment. Most of the 

learning of policies at KB comes when a rule is broken, paperwork is needed, or a new project is 

funded. In other words, it is based on exposure to the company, which comes with time. The 

thought I had throughout this development was to have the orientation provide a foundation for the 

knowledge that can be reinforced through exposure to the learners’ jobs at the company. In a way, 

the instructional timeline goes far beyond this computer/face-to-face combination orientation. The 

timeline goes from hire to termination of employment. Policies are used for reference because they 

are rarely encountered, so the timeline is drawn out for this type of knowledge.  

An additional decision I made was how to present the informational content. I chose to use 

computers because it is what employees at Klein Buendel use on a daily basis. I do not know of a 

position at KB that does not require a computer. A huge portion of the reasoning for this 

requirement is the development of multimedia materials for educational and research purposes. 

The company has grown with the tech environment to use almost exclusively websites, mobile 

apps, and computer programming for the dissemination of research findings and educational 

materials. The format of orientation mirrors the company’s tech abilities. 

Regarding my own subscription to the learning theories, I am a fan of andragogy because of 

the clear differences made between young learners and adult learners. It is clear how adult learners 

draw from life experience to learn concepts and facts. I remember making some of this transition a 

few years back while in my undergraduate classes. As a research assistant, I utilize my past 

experience doing research in school on a daily basis to complete my job tasks. At one point, I had a 

great realization that the research I did in college had limited life references but more references to 

text and lectures; now my research has more than a few projects to reference, lessons learned, and 

theories used.  
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In addition, I subscribe to all learning theories. My subscription varies based on the type of 

learner, the environment, and the eventual use of the knowledge. Of course, if I were teaching 

something systematic and concrete I would subscribe to behavioral learning theory. As a reflection, 

I know much of my thinking is psychosocial based, so I believe a good portion of learning is based 

on experience and exposure to relationships, personalities, and combinations of behaviors and 

emotions; therefore, Bandura is most likely a foundational theory to my reasoning for learning 

theory (Bandura & Walters, 1963).  

I used Keller’s ARCS motivation model to address the possible obstacle of holding the 

attention of the learners. Since the content of the orientation is dry, I needed an idea of how to 

overcome a portion of the potential boredom. I believe it is helpful for the learners to know that the 

information is especially vital since it could cost them their jobs, which follows the theory of 

incentives (Laffont & Martimort, 2002). The orientation, if fully developed, would also have a 

clearly articulated message of how easy it is to follow the rules if you know the rules, allowing the 

learners confidence in learning and knowing the information. KB also provides a bi-annual review 

with feedback for each employee. These are done by immediate supervisors, who can effectively 

address issues with compliance or change in policy. If anything, questions are always welcome at 

KB. 

The learning theory choice is affected by the goal analysis and the learner characteristics 

employed by exposing the facts about the breadth of knowledge being learned. There is a wide 

range of information that is presented in this training. The learning theory used includes ways to 

address issues regarding the adult learner, the type of information they are learning (facts and 

policies), and the theory of how they will learn this information. Given these inclusions, the learning 

theory is affected by the goal analysis and learner characteristics because these two address these 

three potential obstacles in the instruction of this particular content.  

Instructional design, in my eyes, needs to be systematic. There are steps, such as the goal 

analysis that effectively turned a broad image of the orientation idea into specific components and 

tools. I really appreciated the step-by-step process we took in developing this CDD. At a few points, 

there were comments about steps being skipped leading to poor quality or ineffective instruction. I 

am reflecting back to our discussion in Module 2 about results of projects without a front-end-

analysis. Almost every student had a good example of when this has happened and ultimately failed 

to accomplish the goal of the instruction or project. It is sad to think how much time is wasted by 

simply skipping a vital step in the production process.   

My professional development is difficult to gauge at this point in time. I am sure I will 

observe myself using more systematic ways to design a learning material at work. I have already 

observed myself using the theory learned to support my arguments for or against a design element 

for the current projects I am assigned. I will have much more opportunity to develop professionally 

after this certificate program. The company I work for is supporting me in this certificate by paying 

for a portion of the tuition. I am hopeful that I will get the opportunity I need to develop my skills of 
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instructional design. I guess I can say I have developed patience with my low level of experience 

and the knowledge that opportunities will surface as grants are funded and the certificate 

continues. 

As mentioned briefly above, my current position as a research assistant does not allow me 

to utilize my instructional design skills effectively simply by the barrier the title “research assistant” 

provides. Disregarding the barrier of my title, I plan to utilize my newly acquired skills quietly while 

I develop self-help learning materials for our cancer communication project, for which I was 

originally hired. I am in the thick of editing and redoing many previously written materials. The 

learning theories are very important in this project because it is based on adult learners 

experiencing a highly emotional communication struggle related to cancer. This project is unique 

and we have a goal of creating something not currently available. I am passionate about making 

these materials good quality so they can be used far into the future by health professionals, cancer 

patients, family members, and friends. The instructional design process has provided a way to 

systematically analyze the goals of the website and the materials.  

The most valuable concept I learned during this course is the importance of the front-end-

analysis. The cancer communication website is a prime example of poor pre-planning. In the grant, 

the author wrote we would provide a website to site hosts for data collection purposes. So much 

time passed between the programming of the website and the need for it, by the time we revisited 

this idea, the website was out of date technically and contextually. Partially because the website 

was created as a product of another phase of the project and partially because there were so many 

other things poorly planned that the project fell far enough behind to just shelf the idea for after the 

data collection. In the absence of the website for the host sites to use, there was immense confusion 

about protocol, dates, personnel, locations, payment, and material responsibilities.  

The most valuable activity was the self-inventory revisited in Module 5. I am thankful that I 

put a resource list together before I forgot everything I had learned or seen. I sort of wish we could 

have seen each other’s to make an ultimate list of resources as a class. I think this could be a more 

collaborative activity.  

My current concern about using instructional design is my level of confidence. I want to be 

confident to boost my reliability. As I move from my currently limited position into a position that 

will involve more decision making and reliability I want to be confident in my new abilities. I am 

sure with personal growth and professional growth, my confidence will grow. 
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INSTRUCTOR FEEDBACK AND FINAL GRADE GIVEN 

Grade: A 

Sophia, 

Nice work on the supporting content! Not many people know how to use PowerPoint in that 
manner. 

Great job in this course. Your CDD was complete and done well. Your supporting content 
makes sense and supported your learning objectives. I hope that you are proud of your 
portfolio project. Thank you for an interesting and informative reflection paper. I realize that 
this course covers a lot of material, but I hope that after 8 weeks of hard work you feel more 
comfortable and confident in your ID skills, and feel that you’ve learned more about the 
fundamental theories and models needed for solid instructional design. 

It's interesting that you brought up the competencies and resources to be a more 
collaborative activity. I used to do it as a wiki activity as a class, but we ended spending too 
much time focused on how to use a wiki and not enough on the actual competencies. The 
discussion board tool doesn't work very well for it either. But it is something that we will have 
to reconsider! 

Congratulations and good luck! I hope that you continue to build on those ID competencies. 
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